The meltdown at the Japanese Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant in March 2011 provided a trigger to contribute this research about the ways that French newspapers facilitate (or restrict) a public dialogue on the issue of nuclear energy. Nuclear power not only generates over 75% of the electricity in France but also sustains a healthy domestic job creation program and drives nuclear technology exports. Hence, the absence of public debate amongst the French in nuclear energy over the long term is not surprising. Against this backdrop of French nuclear interests and post Fukushima, this paper presents a French language computer-mediated discourse analysis on nuclear debates and discussions taking place online in the hybrid public sphere. This space straddles user-generated content in the public comment spaces of newspapers embracing the spectrum of political persuasions (Le Figaro, Le Monde and Liberation) and social media.
Nuclear power industry, economy and culture
In the 21st century, the French have opportunities to publicly communicate beyond chatting over a glass of wine and join the rest of the world in the Internet behaviour of interacting with online newspaper readers, following Twitter, viewing YouTube videos on mobile phones, or simply engaging in so-called "clicktivism" (White, 2010) by signaling approval of digital texts with a Facebook "like". If French citizens are indeed conversing about nuclear power online, this represents a significant break from a recent past where debate has been limited by cultural attitudes and shaped by the executive and administration. The Fukushima nuclear accident in March 2011 thrust the topic of nuclear energy into the headlines and the timing ensured the nuclear issue became a political debate in the lead-up to the 2012 presidential elections (Brouard et al, 2012) . The relationship between the French and the nuclear industry is complex with a nuclear discourse deeply embedded in the French psyche. This affects news coverage and discussions at both a political and civic level.
Nuclear power is a "national heritage" (Oursel, 2012) generating over 75% (Beaupuy and Connan, 2012) of electricity in France and sustaining job estimates of 400,000 people (Sayare, 2012) . On-going job growth is commensurate with overseas partnerships (Porritt, 2012) . Building on this nuclear foundation, France has achieved an unassailable position of leadership as the "world's largest net exporter of electricity (World Nuclear Association, 2012) even supplying the 2012 London Olympics (Rose, 2012) . Furthermore, Areva, "the world's biggest reactor builder," (Takemoto and Katz, 2008) and Electricité de France (EDF), the world's largest electricity utility (Hunkar, 2012) , are French public companies.
The French relationship with nuclear energy commences with Marie Curie in Paris and her discovery of radioactive substances nearly a century ago. With regard to French culture, a "recasting of the symbols of French identity in technological form" (Hecht, 1998, p.89) began during the 1950s and 60s with the nuclear programme as a key driver of post-war reconstruction. Reactors were assimilated into the landscape variously as the "chateaux for the 20th century" (Hecht 1998, p.220) and "cathedrals" (p.223) . Thus, as the industry moved from generation to generation, the reactor became a logical extension of national symbols such as Notre Dame, the Arc de Triomphe and the Eiffel Tower (Hecht, 1998, p.215) . Charles de Gaulle vowed technological strength would lead the way to "grandeur" (Hecht, 1998, p.93; de Gaulle, 1960) . Subsequently, nuclear energy was billed as a solution to the energy crisis. The advertising slogan "All electricity, all nuclear" was used by EDF to promote the reactor construction programme (Hecht, 1998, p.319) . Political discourse throughout the 70s and 80s continuously equated nuclear power with energy independence. The reliance on offshore uranium to support the industry is still quietly ignored (Granville, 2012 ), yet leadership in the nuclear sector implies France is the master of its own destiny.
In a number of countries including the United Kingdom, America and Middle East countries the nuclear power industry is known for secrecy. In Japan, even post Fukushima, "shady payments … to local governments have continued since the reactor meltdowns at the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant" (Ashahi Shimbun, 2012) . In France, secrecy surrounding the nuclear industry is a legacy of its military beginnings and elite administration of technocrats forming a "closed intellectual circuit" (Baisnée, 2001, pp. 163-164) . Historically, the French nuclear program is a centrally managed technological project and administrative matter (Hecht, 1998, p.11; Kitschelt, 1986, p.75; Garraud, 1979, p.450) free from public consultation. This state of affairs has had consistent support from governments on both the left and right with an acquiescent media (de Castries, 1971 ) reinforcing a pronuclear stance.
Given the 60-year political consensus promoting nuclear power, the economic force of the industry as an employer and the pervasiveness of nuclear energy as part of French culture, no surprise exists as to why a national debate about nuclear power remains elusive. Certainly, concessions to the opposition were made during the 1980s with the abandonment in 1981 of a reactor construction in Brittany and closure of the fast breeder reactor Superphoenix in 1998. In late 2005 to early 2006, a public debate under the auspices of the French National Commission for Public Debate (CNDP; Sugier, 2009 ) considered the matters of electricity lines, radioactive waste and the third generation EPR (European Pressurized Reactor), Flamanville3. Environmental groups withdrew from the debate claiming EDF refused to release documents evaluating risk. (Piquard, Le Monde, 2011) . Wide-ranging environmental talks from 2007, known as the Grenelle de l'Environnement embraced objectives on renewable energy generation but did not challenge nuclear generated-electricity outright in terms of reducing the quotient (Crosemarie, 2012) .
A referendum on nuclear power has never been held in France. In neighbouring countries, public opinion polls have led to a full or partial withdrawal from nuclear energy production. Sweden held a referendum in 1980 with a reversal from anti-nuclear taking place nearly 30 years later in 2009. Post-Fukushima, Italy reinforced an anti-nuclear position and the German government decided to retreat entirely from nuclear power production.
What of France? The industry has been known for its closed "technocratic" administration and secrecy and there is a perceived lack of debate. However, following the stimulus of the nuclear power accident at Fukushima, could it be the French now entering into conversations and debates about the nuclear industry? Where are these conversations taking place?
Study of the civic online debate showed activity concentrated in newspaper forums. The research examined user-generated content (UGC) in these forums following a specific Greenpeace action aimed at highlighting reactor security. The story generated a certain amount of discussion in the space hosted by three main daily French newspaper sites. Most of the UGC however, reacted specifically to the Greenpeace event. This suggests the UGC is sensitive to the news agenda and the story carrying the interactive space. The long term implications are that the public debate may be curtailed by episodic spikes which follow the daily news agenda, such as the data examined here. The dialogue is therefore discontinuous; it exists at a specific moment and is agenda-dependent, nevertheless the forums create value by offering citizens a way of building opinion through interaction (Chambers, 1995 , in Dahlberg, 2004 .
The Internet and public sphere
The French have adopted the Internet en masse over the last decade. Against a background of declining print newspaper sales (one national daily, France Soir in circulation since 1944 has gone into bankruptcy; Moscow Times, 2012), France is now the 3rd largest online retail market in Europe (Gill, 2012) behind UK and Germany with over 50 million Internet users (Internetworldstats, 2011) or over 77% of the French population and 23.5 million Facebook users (Internetworldstats, 2012) representing 37% of the population. The proportion of households with internet access rose from 12% to 64% in the 10 years to 2010 (Gombault, 2011) . Internet usage amongst households creates the opportunity for members of the audience to contribute to a public sphere, creating, broadcasting, appropriating and recirculating content (Jenkins, 2001) in this "hybrid" media ecology (Jenkins, 2006) .
As part of the electronic media ecosystem, online newspaper forums provide a platform for people to create content and to communicate with one another about specific issues. Discussion takes place in the conceptual framework (Berdal, 2004) of the "public sphere" (Habermas, 1962 (Habermas, , 1989 . Used as a normative ideal, the public sphere is a "forum of public communication: a forum in which individual citizens come together as a public and confer freely about matters of general interest" (McKenna, 1995) . Many scholars agree public deliberation contributes to a strong democracy (Barber, 1984; Bucy and Affe, 2010; Dahlberg, 2010) . Conditions favouring deliberation include: equality of access to the debate, rational argument among participants, the recognition of differences, room to reach a consensus which may or may not lead to action and autonomy from state and corporate power (Fairclough, 2003, p. 80; Dahlberg, 2010, p. 7-10) . Today, the way in which citizens generate content by using social media and circulating news and information online potentially helps maintain a vigorous public sphere thereby contributing to the democratic process. This is of particular interest in a country where the nuclear policy debate has been restrained for historic, economic and political reasons.
Factors concerning access to online debate and participation in the dialogue mean this potential is unevenly realised, moreover, income, education, gender, age and race all influence who says what in digital forums. In addition, the offline and online worlds mirror one another as those active in civil society are also more likely to be so on the Internet (Albrecht, 2006; Schneider, 1996 Schneider, , 1997 . The data examined in this paper therefore cannot be regarded as representative of the French people. It may nevertheless provide an indication of whether or not French participants in online newspaper forums are challenging nuclear policy.
In contrast to the traditional media environment of 'letters to the editor', talk-back or literary journals, the online media ecology provides real time space for public interaction deliberating on nuclear energy and disrupting top-down information flows associated with mass media and government information dissemination. According to Surman & Wershler-Henry (2001 , in Flensted, 2011 ) "the real difference between the Internet and all preceding media forms lies in its relationship to the public. Online, people aren't just the audience -they are also the content (p.42). The newspaper commentary space means people can use the news by circulating it and interacting with others over certain subjects. As hosts of that space, newspaper publishers may be inherently supporting civic society which may in turn create community, foster trust and loyalty to a particular site. According to Dailey et al (2008) , some editors believe that if users are attracted by the possibility of participation that, in turn, increases the number of news consumers.
As a communications medium, the Internet accelerates connectivity by being cheap and boundary-free assisting groups or individuals to meet online and talk. The Internet provides the tools for making voices heard (Dahlberg, 2001; Papacharissi, 2010) . The traditional forum of the public sphere encompassing the physical encounters in the public spaces of coffee houses and mass media come together in an emergent (Macnamara, 2010) digital form with the convergence of online newspapers, blogs, polls, message boards, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube "reinvigorating mainstream media and democratizing news processes" (Garden, 2010) . Online spaces provide the opportunity for French Internet users to debate nuclear power and government commitment to it. The user interaction on the newspaper sites takes place at two levels: audience reception in "the processes of making sense, interpreting and using the output", and transmission, incorporating the conversations between two or many individuals (Dahlgren, 2005) . Importantly, "to point to the interaction among citizenswhether or not it is formalized as deliberation -is to take a step into the social contexts of everyday life" (Dahlgren 2005, p.149) .
Fukushima 1 nuclear power plant and French elections
A rupture in everyday life around the globe concerning the nuclear energy issue occurred on March 11, 2011 when an earthquake and tidal wave engulfed the Japanese east coast and triggered a meltdown at the Fukushima Daiichi ("number one") nuclear plant. In France, the accident generated important online activity. Google searches ( Figure 1 and Table 1 ) that took place shortly after the meltdown illustrate the level of interest. Central nucléaire japon 2 Fukushima 3 Japon 4 japon nucléaire 5 nuage nucléaire 6 nucléaire fukushima Table 1 . Google "nucléaire" centric search terms Growing +5,000% in France (11/10 -8/12) (adapted from Google Insights for Search)
The degree of concern in France is reflected in the Internet search spike (Figure 1 ). Street marches were also organised the Sunday (13 March) following the meltdown and environmental groups called for a referendum (Faut-il un referendum sur le nucléaire en France?, 2011, lepoint.fr). Fukushima impacted the presidential electoral calendar because nuclear safety and security suddenly became headline mainstream media issues. Eric Besson, the industry minister in the Sarkozy government, stated during a television debate "the presidential election is effectively a referendum" (Besson, 2011) . The pressure was such that Socialist presidential candidate François Hollande promised to reduce dependence on nuclear energy to 50% by 2025 following a November 2011 deal with the green party Europe Ecology Les Verts (EELV). The 2012 French election campaign marked an unprecedented (Brouard et al, 2012 ) use of nuclear power as a political issue, stimulating debate on and offline.
Online landscape and user content in French newspapers
The online landscape under study comprises social media, online forums, regulator web sites, civil societies and newspapers ( Figure 2 ). Mainstream media newspaper sites attracted the most user activity regarding nuclear energy discussions post-Fukishima. Dialogue in other online places is sparse in comparison with the newspaper social spaces. For example, a well presented and detailed blog published September 2011 (Fetet, 2011) concerning Fukushima Daiichi, attracted just two posts. Another blog about the comparative costs of electricity (Bernard, 2011) published November 2011 attracted 18 reactions via posts and 286 Facebook likes. Many academics use newsgroups as a source of content for analysis (Jenkins et al, 2012; Kelly et al, 2005; Papacharissi, 2004 ) yet a search of Google Groups using the terms énergie nucléaire on several occasions shows little or no spontaneous activity compared to the newspaper sites. Many websites hosted by civil society organisations (Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace and the Sortir du Nucléaire network) have interactive components for expression of opinion or seeking of information. The administrative Institut de Radioprotection et de Surété Nucléaire (IRSN), the watchdog Autorite de Surété Nucléaire (ASN) and the industrial organization Areva also provide online spaces for readers to leave comments. The Facebook Timeline for the Sortir de Nucléaire network representing 920 environmental groups and 57,000 individuals shows little public commentary and exchanges between two or more users but displays 5,999 "liking". The most popular age group is 25-44 year olds (Facebook, 2012 A steady increase in news consumption can be seen over the seven months to the end of June, 2012 (see Table 2 ). While Le Monde leads the visits, Le Figaro consistently produces the largest number of page views. Between seven and nine percent of incoming traffic over the three news sites is via Facebook (Mentre, 2011) .
These readership figures contribute a general impression of an active online population. Furthermore, this is reflected on the newspaper website indicating the comments a particular news story generates. Le Monde and Le Figaro pages indicate how many people have Facebook "liked" or "recommended" the news story. A closer examination of the sample from each site shows people reacting and circulating web news in different ways and reveals substantial differences in the UGC in terms of thread length.
Sampling (Table 3 ) took place on 5 December 2011 for a period of 2 days. The basic unit of analysis is the comment. The commencement of data collection is coincident with Greenpeace announcing a small number of members entering the Cruas nuclear plant 123 kilometres south of the third largest French city Lyon, and the Nogent-sur-Seine site, 95 kilometres southeast of Paris. This action drew attention to the issue of nuclear power plant security at the start of the presidential election campaign and just ahead of the release of a government-commissioned ASN (8 December, 2011) report on the security of nuclear power plants.
Newspaper Site

Liberation Le Monde Le Figaro
Story 5/12 "Greenpeace thwarts nuclear plant security for 14 hours" "Greenpeace activists succeed in entering two nuclear plants" 
Discussion Density
Liberation has both the highest number of posts (1282) and level of engagement between users. A breakdown of the UGC sample (N = 668 online comments for the three sites combined) reveals Liberation also has the greatest number of threads containing a minimum of three posts, which following Herring (2004) and Papacharissi (2004) , indicates a greater density of discussion. The longest thread in the Liberation sample consists of 77 posts. The Liberation UGC exhibits signs of community. For example, users occasionally refer to themselves as "Libénauts" and occasionally recognize one another's online presence from past discussion.
Therefore the Liberation sample raises questions about the ways in which design may encourage participation and the cultivation of trust, which is valuable because it enhances the civic association critical "to the functioning of democracy" (Chadwick, 2007) . The Le Monde news story displays 223 posts. The publication requires (apart from blogs) a subscription fee prior to posting an online commentary however 4,978 people recommend the Le Monde Greenpeace story via Facebook, which they were able to do for free. This shows people care enough about the issue to pass the story on. Le Figaro's diagram of a nuclear reactor generated 129 comments. The UGC analysis shows the longest UGC threads in both the Le Monde and Le Figaro samples contain just five posts. These observations provide insights into how website architecture may affect the exercise of civic habits (Papacharissi, 2010) and how people take advantage of the interactive opportunities on the website news pages to set their own agendas.
Research Design
In order to understand more fully how the subject of nuclear power is treated by users in the selected sample, the data required repeated reading to "allow for the coding categories to emerge" following Herring (2009) and Kushin and Kitchener (2009) in their analysis of political discussion in Facebook groups. Drawing on this work and taking inspiration from the issue packages identified by Gamson and Modigliani (1989) , nine coding categories were defined in order to analyze the UGC frames. Many people make comments about whether the NGO was right or wrong to conduct their action, whether they risked being shot, whether they ought to have been shot. A surprising number regard the Greenpeace action as "green terrorism" (LF#77, Libé #55). On the other hand, many champion the Greenpeace action for highlighting a perceived lack of security. For this reason, the first category was labelled "heroes and villains".
A second category was defined as "risk management" where talk concerns the possibility of an attack against a nuclear power plant and whether or not nuclear reactors would withstand an aircraft crash. These questions relate historically to the twin towers attack on 9/11 and publicity generated by NGOs pulling out of the previously government-organised debate in 2005 on the basis that EDF would not release classified information about reactor capacity to withstand such a crash (Piquard, 2011) . One user posted a reply to another who had just said there was no need to panic: "Let's see now! The solution? Machine guns at the entry? An anti-air defence of 8 cannons? Even that's not foolproof. And that goes for any factory, except that in this case, if it explodes, it hurts!" (LM#105).
The "environment package" category covered talk on the cost of nuclear power, alternative energies, the treatment of radioactive waste, the situation in neighboring countries, the argument that nuclear power is a "clean" fuel compared to carbon-emitting coal or gas and references to Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima. One user replied to another who said France is a mess behind a glossy exterior: "Who told you to stay? If you're not happy get out! Go and see if electricity is less expensive in Germany now that Angela Merkel has closed their reactors" (LF#19).
The "public accountability" category concerned talk which put the blame for perceived security lapses squarely with EDF and the government for not doing enough to maintain safety standards: "It's the incompetence of those responsible for reactor security that we must sanction!..." (LF#97).
"Sharing of Information" was included to cover posts where authors supplied links to other sites covering the nuclear issue or where the main purpose was to contribute a specific element to the discussion. In one example, the user stated that Greenpeace teams were at several sites and provided the link to Greenpeace's page where the organization was posting live coverage of its event (Libé#229).
The "runaway" category directly follows Gamson and Modigliani's package which "suggests resignation and fatalism more than opposition" (1989, p.20) . One such example stated: "the next Greenpeace operation [takes place] in four Chinese nuclear reactors. Marvellous." (Libé#531).
An "other" category covers all talk relating to specific political positions, all statements off the subject, for example "you don't understand anything!" or "watch your spelling!" A final category covered insults, or "flaming".
The coding sheets contained one thread per page or pages according to the number of posts. Each post was identified by a number (to ensure privacy) plus the author's time of posting to facilitate cross-checking. Each post was given one value. The value equated to one of the nine categories developed and was allocated on the basis of the priority given by the post author; that is, when posts contained more than one category, the category allotted to the post was based on the bulk of the information contained in it.
Findings and discussion
A first main observation made from reading the data confirms Herring's (2009) view that the discussion forums represent a form of dialogue. Although it is text, the data is distinctly verbal in style. Nearly all the threads show dialogical tendencies as opposed to collective rants. A second general observation is that the issue of nuclear power cuts across party politics. A third observation is that there were no claims for a referendum in the data despite the fact that it had been such a major media issue earlier in the year.
In terms of process and measuring up to public sphere dialogue conditions (Fairclough, 2003; Dahlberg, 2010) , authors within the threads disagree and differences are recognised but there is no striving toward consensus and little time for alliances to be formed although people did not hesitate to say "I agree with you". The UGC sample does not lead to action, however the ideas expressed have value because they show people thinking and talking about a subject that has for many gone unquestioned.
As mentioned, the large category of "heroes and villains" posts (see Table 4 ) meant many authors prioritised the Greenpeace action as good or bad without dwelling on the wider issues of nuclear power, risk management and environmental alternatives. However, taken together, the figures in these two latter categories show some people were venturing into this territory. Thus it can be deducted that moderate discussion was occurring outside of the conflict/responsibility (heroes and villains) media frame. An interesting feature that emerged in the coding was that when a participant posted a first or "seed" comment identified as either "risk management" or "environment package" the ensuing exchange tended to stick with the category or move between the two. For example, in a thread (#22) of six in the Liberation group, one of the rare seed posts to take a direct stand against nuclear power begins by saying that security weaknesses and radioactive waste are two good reasons to quit nuclear power. The author continued the argument by saying that the alternative energy sector was creating jobs in Germany. The following posts take issue with the statement on the grounds that fossil-fuelled power plants employ more people in Germany than the alternative energy industry and that they contribute to greenhouse gases and thereby global warming. The discussion continued weighing up the costs of nuclear power and the investments required in alternative energy forms. The posts within the thread are all published in the space of an hour-and-a-half indicating engagement and interest in the subject.
Another feature of the data is the posts authored by people who claim to have specialist knowledge such as "I work in the nuclear industry, my dear…" (Libé #5), "when I worked at a port in Algeria…" (Libé #58) and "I work in the nuclear industry and these sites…" (LF#3). The tone of the dialogue in the Liberation data is rough and tumble in comparison to the more cordial online atmosphere in Le Figaro and Le Monde forums demonstrated by the use of "messieurs…," ahead of a post or "bonne journée" at the end. This may be indicative of the demographics of the users attracted to each site. As mentioned earlier, Liberation users occasionally describe themselves as "libénautes"; a few recognise each other from past conversations and joke around ("you're being serious today" said one to another). This points to the issue of design and is deserving of further research in order to establish how website architecture affects the quality of interaction.
The UGC sample is influenced but not entirely governed by the media frames concentrating on the Greenpeace action and government and utility reactions. This is shown by the thread sequences talking about energy alternatives and by the posts where people are ready to talk about their personal experience of nuclear power. The findings show the space provided by the newspapers is being used by people as they get their news; they are participating and they are contributing. The act of entering into a rapid fire exchange of views implies reflective agency (Whipple, 2005) . This type of discussion on nuclear power is a relatively new phenomenon in France, firstly because the emergent media ecology permits an asynchronous exchange which was limited a few years ago by the domination of a traditional media environment and secondly, because the subject post-Fukushima received so much coverage, alerting the public and forcing politicians themselves to debate the issue.
According to the IRSN 2012 report the number of French people judging nuclear reactors a risk (55%) has never been as high. Paradoxically the same report finds the number of people citing energy independence and the low cost of electricity as arguments in favour of nuclear energy (67%) also hits record high in this the 14th year of polling. According to another research report (Brouard et al, 2012) , the publics' overall support for the nuclear industry is the highest it has been for 30 years. The authors' claim this is because of the exposure nuclear concerns received in the mainstream media during the presidential election campaign.
The right-wing executive particularly drew attention to employment issues and the need to support the sector. This may go some way to explaining why authors of UGC on December 5, 2011 did not mention a referendum on nuclear power and did not take outright issue with the industry.
The UGC does not feed into any prescribed process and is a far cry from contributing directly to an online consultation (Macnamara, 2010 b) . Scholars agree the internet consists of fragmented cyberspheres (Freelon, 2010; Papacharissi, 2002) of which the newspaper forums are an illustration, yet the forums under study can be categorised as "online political discussion" (Freelon, 2010) . A chance to dialogue about nuclear power on news websites allowed people to address a scientific issue and by doing so, to claim it as their own, to digest it and to confront it, in a way that according to Benkler (1999) "accentuates the critical, reflective agency of the democratic public as creators and users" (Whipple, 2005, p.175) . On the other hand, the provision of online commentary space is subject to the news agenda bringing an element of discontinuity to the public debate.
Conclusion and implications for political communication
The findings are somewhat intuitive in hindsight with important online communication taking place in the social spaces of the French newspapers. Very limited discussions or debate appear elsewhere online in social media. Furthermore, a limited degree of vigorous discussion takes place on the newspaper sites. The potential rationale as to the lack of debate taking place both within and outside of newspapers is twofold:
1. During the course of the nuclear stories emerging from the newspapers, no online media outlet created a formal platform to discuss the topic of nuclear energy online in entirety. No record exists of even an online town hall meeting being held in the context of the newspaper spaces. The UGC just appears to form part of the general comments as a matter of routine with no distinction placed on the content of topics.
2. Government itself is not participating directly in a significant manner. Should online instruments of democracy (e.g. online consultation, polls or debates) be made available to French citizens, with ability to co-author nuclear policy in consultation with government, the results might be different.
The research data shows people are using newspaper websites to exchange views on nuclear power to a limited extent. The collective conversation is dominated by the framing of the news stories. Some people used the opportunity to express a wider opinion on nuclear power and on occasion stimulated others to follow suit. Only a few posts (<0.05%) take outright issue with nuclear power policies indicating a historical frame favouring the nuclear programme.
Dahlberg (2001) argues media corporates are not the most suitable sponsors for democratic talk as they are compromised by profit-making ambitions. The UGC spaces are hence private venues offering a platform for the demonstration of mediated action in the 'hybrid' environment (Jenkins, 2006) where people mix and recirculate information, creating meaning and setting agendas of their own. This is public action in that it is one-to-many communication, often executed anonymously from the privacy of the home, the office, or from a mobile device where geographical location is no longer a constraint to participation in a conversation.
The research demonstrates that in France, newspapers have a role to play in facilitating online dialogue and public trust to maintain. This may be in their interests, if, as Daily et al. (2008) report, some editors believe participation may increase news consumption.
Follow up research with the newspapers to understand why UGC is being assimilated among journalists and media organizations is an essential next step. The role of the UGC may be secondary in comparison with the newspaper website stories. The social media landscape mapping shows the UGC as dependent on the mainstream news agenda, that is people are not going to sites to discuss issues surrounding nuclear energy at great length outside mainstream media. The studied data reveals most people reacted to the news story as opposed to using it as a departure point for discussion. This is confirmed by Brouard et al. (2012) who see public opinion concerning nuclear energy in France as dependent on media frames. Therefore, although the Internet affords new civic habits, in France at least, it appears debate is still conservative and subject to episodic spikes rather than long term reflection by the public. There are nevertheless clear indications that the events at Fukushima triggered a degree of soul-searching on the nuclear issue.
The last word goes to a law student (December 7, 2011, Le Figaro.fr) who commented in one of the Le Figaro UGC spaces reminding all about the impact of Fukushima on the French:
Before Fukushima, I thought nuclear power was a very useful source of electricity and that if we were careful about it, the energy was without danger. But I wasn't informed at all. After Fukushima, I completely changed my opinion. What's more if you look at the map of France from the association Sortir du Nucléaire, you will see that the country is a nuclear grid.
